15 Tools And Techniques To Do A Competitive Product Analysis
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CHECK ANY OF THE PRODUCTRELATED PAGES ON YOUR
COMPETITORS’ WEBSITES

PURCHASE COMPETITOR
PRODUCTS

This includes product descriptions, product
reviews by customers, help articles, forum
activities, product photography, and more.

Become a customer of your competitor on a
regular basis to follow updates and changes
in the competitor's product strategies.
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KEEP AN EYE ON PRODUCT
REVIEWS

USE
COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE
TOOLS

Read third-party review sites for sharing
customer feedback. They are full of customer
advice, praise, recommendations, or
complaining about the competitor's products.

There are powerful free and premium
competitive intelligence software tools that
allow you to monitor almost all aspects of
your competititor's product performance.
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UNDERSTAND THE PRICING
Understand all of the components of your
competitor’s pricing strategy (discounts,
fees, distributing channels, etc. ). Check
competitor’s websites and discount
announcements, use price tracking software,
check sites for reviewing products.
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CHECK DISCUSSION WEBSITE
SUCH AS QUORA AND REDDIT
They are are a gold mine for insights on
market trends, questions, and competitor
comparisons.
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Research Social
Media
Visit regularly your
competitor’s social media
pages. Pay attention to
the number of followers
that your competitor has
and the type of product
content that people like,
and don’t like.
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Use Social
Searcher

Use Talkwalker
Alerts

Social Searcher is a free
social media analysis tool
that provides you with
real-time search on
Twitter, Facebook and
LinkedIn. See who
mentioned your
competitors products and
how often.

Talkwalker Alerts is a free
web monitoring tool that
allows you to monitor the
Internet for new content
about your name,
competitor’s products, or
any other topic you want.
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Use Moat
Moat is a free online tool
for analyzing your
competitors’ ad creative. It
acts as a digital-ad search
engine. Moat shows you
the competitor’s ad
creative and campaigns.
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Track testimonials
and case studies
To know how your
competitors are winning
or losing clients with their
product benefits, you
need to analyze their
testimonial pages, case
study pages, YouTube
channel, and etc.
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SURVEY COMPETITOR CUSTOMERS

ASK YOUR CUSTOMERS

Your competitor’s customers can give you
fresh and real information on their new
proposals, discounts, promotions, or loyalty
programs.

Whenever you acquire a new customer, ask
them who they used before, and why they turned
to you. Find out why they are dissatisfied with
the previous supplier’s products.
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USE ADBEAT

USE MAILCHARTS

Adbeat is a free online tool for spying on your
competitor’s ad strategies. It allows you to
monitor and analyze all the product
advertisements that your competitors publish.

Mailchart is a free email marketing tool that
can show you how competitors use email
campaigns to promote their product.
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